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TRANSCRIPTION
[00:00:00]
TW:

Today is Tuesday, March 15th, 2022. My name is Todd Welch from the Merrill-Cazier Library’s
Special Collections and Archives. This afternoon we are interviewing Associate Vice President
for Strategic Communication Amanda DeRito. This is another oral history interview for the
COVID Collection Project. Good afternoon, Miss DeRito.

AD:

Good afternoon.

TW:

When did you start your career at USU and what other positions have you served here at USU?

AD:

I believe I started in 2015 in April. I started in social media—overseeing the main USU
accounts—and also just doing special projects as assigned. Then not long after that, I ended up
taking over communication about sexual misconduct issues. I worked closely with the Office of
Equity, which was AAEO [Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity] at that time, as well as SAAVI
(Sexual Assault and Anti-Violence Information office) and Student Conduct to help communicate
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our policies, prevention information, and other information. Then in 2019 I became the director
of Crisis Communications and Reputation Management.
TW:

When did you become the Associate Vice President for Strategic Communication?

AD:

That was in December 2020, just over a year ago.

[00:02:00]
TW:

What other areas comprise the University Marketing and Communication (UMAC) section?

AD:

UMAC includes three sub-teams: our strategic communications team, which is the one I oversee.
That includes Utah State Today, media relations—all of the news releases we push out and
responding to requests—Utah State magazine, which is our alumni magazine, and crisis
communications. Also, under UMAC, we have our marketing team that works with Recruitment
and Admissions closely and our creative team—all of our marketing materials design,
videography, photos, then our digital communications team, which is includes web and also
social media. We all work closely together.

TW:

How many staff in total?

AD:

Right around 35. On my team, we have nine including me. 35+ including student employees.

TW:

What is the philosophy that UMAC takes when serving Utah State University?

AD:

Our primary objective in strategic communications is to amplify the accomplishments and the
reputation of Utah State. So, looking at our land grant mission—teaching, service, and research—
making sure that we are putting out news stories and marketing that really amplifies all of the
great work that we do here on campus. Then also, of course, under our shop is our crisis
communications. I serve as primary university spokesperson and public information officer.

[00:04:00]
AD:

So anytime we have things that come up, whether it's just a communications type of crisis, like a
PR crisis, or an actual crisis like a pandemic. Or an accident or anything like, that our shop is
works closely with public safety and other offices to provide accurate information.

TW:

Do you manage any communications that are sent by let's say family members of students on
campus or does that go to somebody else in the university structure?

AD:

When people want to reach out and ask questions, is that what you mean? You know questions
from students, employees, parents of students, all that—community members—come in through
so many different channels. We do get a lot of emails through our main website contact form. We
also get comments on stories in Utah State Today. We get just general emails to our
communications email address. People call us, they just find our phone numbers online and call
us for all sorts of reasons. The president works with us when she gets emails and she wants us to
look them over and make sure she knows what people are referring to. Or if they have feedback
or any of that, we work with her on gathering information and clarifying issues.
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TW:

I'm not sure when the university marketing communications got involved, either just before or
during the initial COVID outbreak. What became the focus for the strategic communication and
marketing when news of COVID started to erupt? When did it erupt and what was the first initial
action steps that UMAC took.

[00:05:52]
AD:

Of course, like everyone else we were following information when it started coming in late 2019.
In early 2020, we were already chatting with our legal team, risk management, and our
emergency manager. At that point it was more considering what could happen. What kinds of
things do we need to be thinking about and preparing for? And then I was actually on a
conference trip with our General Counsel when we started getting questions from study abroad
students and things began changing quickly. We went from “everything will be fine. It's probably
not going be as big as the media is making it,” to “OK, it's spreading fast, and this is a huge
concern and we need to provide some answers very quickly to our people who are in international
areas where they're not really sure what to do and really looking for advice and guidance.” That
happened within just a couple of days while we were away. As soon as I got back, we started
meeting daily. I met with our risk management team (Mike George and Jarrod Larsen), General
Counsel Mica McKinney, and Dwight Davis (Associate Vice President for Business and Finance)
initially. We were just trying to figure out what kind of advice we should be providing. At that
point we were still in the Mountain West Tournament, a lot of people were focused on that, but at
the same time we were seeing COVID cases popping up in new areas. So, we're trying to really
manage the information coming in and figure out what we needed to provide to our
administrators so that they could start thinking about decisions that would be coming.

[00:08:00]
TW:

And that flow of communication—I mean they asked for your input in how to respond to the
possible pandemic? Because it was still kind of unknown what the stretch, and length, and
duration of this was going to be. How was those early days even before the March 13th period, in
January and February, the anticipation, the nervousness, the discussions about how to manage
that? What was the role that your office performed?

AD:

Our office did a lot of research looking at what are other universities were doing and what our
public health officials were recommending. What are they saying? What is their messaging? I
mean, that's one thing that we always want to have a handle on is where we fit in the bigger
picture. Do our communications make sense? Are they clear? How are we communicating? At
the very beginning there was a real interest in making sure that we were staying on top of things,
but not scaring people. Because we didn't know where it would be going. And of course, I think
most people remember things happened very quickly. People were reaching out and letting our
administrators know, ok, this has happened, and probably from their perspective it was a lot all at
once and then things would change daily. That's how it felt to us. We would draft a
communication and the next day we felt like, oh, that's obsolete now. So now we have to draft a
new one and it constantly felt like things were changing and rapidly evolving.

TW:

Did you and your staff develop strategies or did you ask for increased staff? Or were there
transfers from other areas of the marketing communication unit to help grapple with the changing
landscape?

[00:09:59]
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AD:

Interestingly, before the pandemic had started—so earlier the year before—we had actually
combined several teams (public relations and marketing as well as the student marketing and
communications teams) to make the UMAC team, and we hired a VP Bill Plate to oversee it.
Because we were set up in this great team environment, we were really prepared in a way to deal
with anything that came. We were incredibly fortunate to have had that structural change before
the pandemic started, or we would have been less efficient, less effective. We wouldn't have done
as well for sure.

TW:

The coordination with other external entities early on, did you and the UMAC folks work with
the feds, the state, the county special health districts, in those early days to help in the planning
and preparation in response to a possible pandemic?

AD:

All of us were working with our counterparts in other agencies within the state. I was talking to
the PIO (Public information Officer) at Bear River Health District and the PIO at the state health
department. That was a huge benefit to us, that is, we already had those relationships going into
the pandemic. I had already been meeting with and knew our local PIO’s in our county and area
and could easily reach out to find out how they were communicating on certain issues.

[00:12:02]
AD:

Because everything that we said out of Utah State, we wanted it to echo the Utah Department of
Health. Because we're not public health experts, so all the information we put out had to mirror
the Utah Department of Health and our local health district.

TW:

Was there any coordination with the other public universities in the state in the early period of
time?

AD:

We did stay connected. I think we always are looking at each other. What are you doing? I meet
with the Utah System of Higher Ed communications people who come from all the public
institutions in the state. There are a lot groups set up for people to connect with colleagues at
other universities in the state.

TW:

When the decision was to move to online coursework, I think the March 13th date really rings out
when I talk to other people for this project, how did your office get involved with communicating
to all the stakeholders when we moved to the remote courses during that spring semester of 2020?
Then second part of the question is did your staff continue to come in the office? Did you work
remotely? How did you manage the day-to-day work as a unit?

[00:14:00]
AD:

As far as our role in the in the big picture, I participated in a series of Sunday meetings that would
last several hours where administrators would make decisions and figure out how to implement
those decisions. I worked with them to help get those decisions communicated out to our
community. We would have different emails and messages going to staff, to employees, to
students. For faculty, the message was prepare your materials to go online. For students, it was
prepare to go online, and then at a certain point early in the pandemic, it was to return home if
you can. So, we had different messages constantly evolving and changing, and I helped draft the
communications then and there, and send them off, either through the President, Provost, or
another appropriate channel. I would say our office was heavily involved in every communication
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that went out, whether it was an email, news release, flyers, anything, then as the pandemic
continued, we created a website, https://www.usu.edu/covid-19/. Our office—we hit the ground
running. We were there to support, provide any communication that was needed.
TW:

So in those early days, what did you and your team find that worked well, and what were some of
the examples of things that you needed to adjust—lessons learned—in that spring semester 2020?

AD:

Do you mean like for the university or for our team working together?

TW:

You can phrase both, yeah sure.

[00:15:56]
AD:

I think for our team, it wasn't that everyone just went home one day. It was kind of this slow,
“OK, we'll just have essential people on campus” and then eventually it was “OK, everyone just
needs to work from home” and of course, that was a huge process. We started using tools like
Microsoft Teams very quickly. You know we already have team members at statewide campuses,
so we were familiar with Zoom and other tools, but we quickly embraced them and became
extremely invested in them. We used to do a director meeting for our staff once a month. We
started doing a weekly meeting because people needed to see each other and check in frequently.
Just to stay engaged also to just feel connected. Because of course the early days of the pandemic
we all were pretty much alone and it felt that way. So, things that brought us together during the
pandemic—that December we had a holiday party we did via Zoom and our VP ordered us
special treats to be delivered. So just finding ways to connect people while we were so separate
was a huge key and I think set us up for success for the rest of the pandemic. We worked closely.
We communicated. We also use a project management tool that really helped us keep things
organized, especially since we weren't face to face or even in the same building.

[00:18:00]
AD:

I think as far as the broader university—it's always hard to have the right number of people in the
decision room. Who do you need to make certain decisions, and so the core group that made
decisions I think ebbed and flowed depending on what was going on in the pandemic. It was
really helpful to have Ellis making sure that as things were arising and we needed to look at
things, he would make sure he notified the administration. So having those several meetings
weekly was key.

TW:

So I noticed that you actually were a member of the COVID task force when it was initially put
together—your names on the website. What were those early days? What did it entail? What was
the task force major charge and I’m sure it had to adapt and change. But what was your specific
role on the task force.

AD:

The task force was really looking at “how do we get through this.” For example, they were
looking at how to shift to online learning. How do we make sure everybody is prepared for that.
In my role, and the role of my team, it was how do we effectively communicate all the decisions
being? For example, what do you say, how do you say it, and even when do you say it. If you
make a decision to send an email and it's Friday, what does that mean for how people are going to
react over the weekend? We got much better at this over time. Our team created the copy for the
COVID website, helped articulate changes in our guidelines, created flyers, responded to media
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requests and the emails to the covid information email, and coordinated with others on campus to
answer the many questions we received.
[00:20:00]
AD:

But in terms of major operational decisions, our primary role was how do we communicate this in
the clearest way possible so people know what to do and stay healthy? That really is the role of
communications in an emergency, even a very long one. It's really to make sure people know
what they can do to protect themselves right now. What actions do they need to take? So that’s
that was our primary role.

TW:

So, in those early initial days did you break into committees to deal with each one of the efforts?
Academic assistance, faculty support, student support, housing, staff support, international travel
events, infectious disease coordination—those are all listed on the website for the task that seems
like, you know—

AD:

Yeah, there were specific groups working and a lot of these different things and members of our
team were on different committees or subcommittees or whatever we want to call them. But we
were often in all the meetings in order to ensure accurate communications. For example, when we
had housing issues, I would meet with that group just to make sure I could help them draft
communications to go out to students, parents, whoever else needed to know. I think one of the
initial things in terms of communications making the decision of “OK, when is this going to be
extended? At what point did we decide to create a website, right?” Like this has gone beyond an
update in Utah State Today to, OK, we need a full-fledged website. I think that happened within a
few months. We realized this is getting bigger, not smaller, and we have so much information.

[00:22:00]
AD:

Especially as we looked at how to bring the students back for fall it became—OK we need a
website. Our design team was creating flyers for the outside of every single building that read,
“don't come to work sick or go to school sick,” and “wear a mask please.” So, it became quite a
huge effort and it involved every member of our team. At the same time as all of that, we were
highlighting the great things we were doing through social media and stories in Utah State Today.
For example, we have professors who are experts in wastewater monitoring who were looking at
COVID in wastewater and that was cutting edge and a really big deal. So, we put out news
releases and videos about that and sharing all of that really cool news as well. Our team also
helped draft all of the communications for case containment—the auto-emails sent out, website
copy, even the message individuals receive after testing. We would also field a lot of emails from
people looking for information from case containment and the COVID Care Team.

TW:

Did the activities of the task force change pretty continuously through that spring semester of
2020? As we learned more and the numbers went up, we decided to go to remote only a lot of
students checked out of their dorms and went home and there were refunds issued. I mean, how
did the task force manage all that? It must have been a pretty big time of change.

AD:

I think it really was. I mean things were, at least at first, changing so quickly that we could barely
get out a communication before we had to get out start drafting the next thing.

[00:23:58]
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AD:

In the early days we used our alert system. We sent out a lot of safety alerts, using our AppArmor
Alert system frequently to get things out because that was the only way to make sure people got a
text. They got a notification in their app. They also got an email. So, they would get it in multiple
ways so we could really make sure we're communicating. But I remember finishing one, sending
it out and starting another within like a couple hours. Our team was busy communicating all of
that, but there were people working incredibly hard to actually make all those pieces come
together. Especially in places like AIS where you had to move all these faculty online within
days. I can't imagine the kind of hours they put in doing that. And then as the as the pandemic
went on, we got to summer and we're looking at bringing students back in the fall it really did
change. It was more, “how do we unfold what we just did, right?” So how do we backup? I think
all of us, well I shouldn't speak for anyone else, but it really felt like those decisions were harder
than the ones made in going remote. Deciding what thing to bring back in person and what thing
to keep remote just seemed like it was a lot more complicated. Especially as we were seeing cases
rising and falling and not really knowing what was going to happen, there was so much
uncertainty.

[00:26:00]
AD:

I think that's been the case even beyond fall 2020. I think spring 2021 we're kind of in the same
place. I think once we started rolling out the vaccine, it really it changed our whole ability to
manage anything. It really helped manage the uncertainty.

TW:

Was UMAC involved in the COVID web page that listed the number of cases that were positive?

AD:

UMAC oversees all the whole COVID website. We oversee all the content so we work closely
with the testing team and people collecting those numbers to make sure we have both the daily
case counts—now we do a weekly case count—and then also testing information. So now if you
look under the website there's also a page with all the testing reports and trends. One of the things
that we've seen, that everyone kind of looked at, is the case positivity rate. So how many how
many of the tests that you're doing are actually positive, and when that's rising that's usually a
sign that we're on the upswing or going to see more cases. The main purpose behind all of that
has really been transparency. We want people to have the information they need to make
decisions. As cases have gone down, I personally have felt like OK now I feel comfortable taking
my mask off and then cases start rising I put it back on. People adjust their behavior based on
where things are at and we know that, so we've tried to provide information that is really specific
to our communities.

TW:

When the task force got formed and you started to participate in those discussions and had
assignments outside of the time that you met, what kind of workload was it? The same workload
that you had before? Did it double? And were you working evenings and weekends?

[00:28:05]
AD:

I think this is probably true for everyone depending on who they were/how much more they were
working, I think members of the Safety Committee were working every single day, 12 hours a
day. I was working through the weekend, every day in the evenings, there were times that I sat at
my desk at my house for so long that I could barely stand because I would forget to get up all day.
When we're on campus, we walk around a lot. We see people, we have to get to meetings across
campus. That was one thing I quickly learned at home, you have to stand up frequently and walk
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around because it's not good for you to sit for six hours at a time. But I think our workload of
drastically increased.
TW:

The marketing aspect, which I understand you're not directly over, but how were we recruiting
new students to come on campus at fall of 2020-2021 school year? What did that look like?

AD:

Right, so I can't speak to the specifics, but I can say we were doing all that work on top of the
COVID communication. All the things we normally do—recruitment, marketing, our view book
that we put out that our recruiters take to campuses. We were doing all of that marketing work
still. Probably the best person to talk to about how we were doing those things would be Robert
Wagner.

TW:

I'm interviewing Robert when I get back from my little break.

AD:

Great. He will provide great details and it was very complicated. We looked at a lot of virtual
tools. One of the things that we did during the pandemic was The College Tour, a program that's
on Amazon Prime.

[00:30:00]
AD:

We could showcase students who are basically talking about their time at USU, all the great
things that they got to do, and that was one of the tools that we used because we weren't in
person. We really invested in these more virtual ways to sell our campus.

TW:

Discuss the role that UMAC served in preparing for the return of students to campus and face to
face classes. You talk a little bit about another aspect of UMAC was the recruiting and the
marketing, how did the group, either the task force or UMAC directly, how were they involved in
communicating with the faculty and staff in preparation for, and then actually the carrying on of
the academic year 2020-2021?

AD:

Most of those communications to Faculty came from the Provost. We did work closely with
Robert Wagner, who's over the Academic Instructional Services. He's over the whole everything
online part and then the Provost, Frank Galey, over looking at faculty in the big picture. So, we
worked a lot with them, with their communications, and what they wanted to get out. We helped
put website copy together to help them communicate. We also had a student- focused website and
looking at all of that, called USU Ready. Really looking at how to prepare students to study in
this really different atmosphere and environment where half their classes were online, or in the
early days a lot of the stuff they were doing was not face to face. And of course, that's changed
drastically.

[00:32:00]
TW:

In that first year I believe the Delta variant hit campus, and it might have hit campus just before
the widespread dissemination of the vaccines, how did that affect either UMAC or the task force?
Did it change any of the work or any of the messaging at all? Or was that again something that
the Provost and Robert Wagner and housing?

AD:

It's interesting because in the early part of the pandemic—well, even since we started rolling out
vaccines—one thing that I think is consistently changed, so consistently been not consistent, is
just the flyers we have about masking, right? Masks were strongly encouraged and we really
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pushed them, you know, fall of 2020. So that was that was the flyer we had at every entrance to
every building. It was basically verbatim the message that the Utah Department of Health
provided for us. And then once vaccines rolled out and the cases fell was masks were
recommended. It's just interesting how things have changed. Then Omicron hit and then masks
are strongly encouraged again. Everything’s ebbed and flowed and so has our messaging. Right
now, our mask signage says “mask welcome.” We want people to feel like they can wear a mask
and not feel out of place or that people look at them funny. We want people to know this is
welcome. We know people wear masks for many different reasons and people should be able to
make those decisions and feel everyone is welcome.
TW:

In that first full year, do you have any other memorable events or challenges that either UMAC or
the task force had to take on?

[00:34:05]
AD:

Yeah, I think some of the biggest challenges were around housing. So, fall 2020 we had the
wastewater monitoring system up and running. We saw a spike in COVID or I guess SARSCOV-2 in the wastewater so operationally the decision was made to target test certain residence
halls, right? And that that sounds simpler than it is, and the very first time we did it, we had to
actually bus students to get their tests. How do we communicate with students about that?
Because they don't necessarily read their emails. A lot of it was knocking on doors and handing
out flyers. That's really where we ended up, and it was, really staff intensive. The next time we
had to do targeted testing, which was at the Living Learning Center, we had Test Utah come to
them. Totally different. We still had to knock on doors and there were people still doing all the
legwork. But students could basically walk outside, get in line, get a test, and then go back to
their res hall or they could go to class. It was really—some of these things that we did the first
time were really hard. The second time was less difficult, and now we have a testing site on
campus and we can ramp up and down as needed. It's just interesting how we learn from each
thing, so we never really repeat it exactly the same way because we learn and apply whatever
we've learned to it the next time.

[00:36:05]
AD:

That's the same with our communications. Asking people, “how did students respond to this?”
OK, they understood this differently than we thought they would, right? So we try to improve
every time we send something out, making sure it's as clear as possible that students really
understand what they need to be doing or their next step. Knowing that people, no one, students
included, but no one really reads an email all the way through carefully. We're skimmers when it
comes to online content, and so trying to get out messages as concisely and clearly as possible.
That's my team's job, how do we do this in a way that people will read it and get what we want
them to get out of it?

TW:

In the second year—you talk about, “well things are slightly different, you have to make subtle
changes”— had you learned anything in that first year that you could apply the second year, or
was it a whole new experience and you had to adapt to the changes that were going on in the 2122 school year?

AD:

I feel like there's always something new, but the things that we fell back on were the way we
made decisions. Falling back to—these are the people who need to be here—how we’re
communicating things, we kind of got that dialed in. Even when we had new things that we had to
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look at, we had a really good foundation. We all knew who to call, who to ask. I knew every time
we needed to change signage, I needed to call Mike George at Facilities and he would make sure
it got done. You build as you go and get better. I remember at one point early on, President
Cockett had said we're building the plane as we fly it.
[00:38:03]
AD:

I feel like we have a pretty solid plane now. We have to adjust our course here and there, but our
plane is flying.

TW:

These have been stressful times; how do you account for giving people mental health space or
seek mental health help? What have you done with UMAC or within UMAC?

AD:

So yeah, within UMAC I would say that's been a really a big priority for our VP, Bill Plate. He's
extremely caring about people and he knows that people need time to process and to unwind. So
even during the pandemic he was always encouraging people to take their vacation, even if it's a
staycation, just get away from work because it's really important to unplug. I think throughout
UMAC, that's the message that all of us have sent our staff. Making sure we make time for each
other to get away and unplug. It's crucial, especially when there's just so much we're dealing with.
We've also tried to just support each other, have some fun staff meetings, things like that. Making
things fun here and there. When we finally got back together, we were able to finally have an inperson staff retreat. That was a huge deal, I think, just being able to like enjoy each other's
company and have fun. It was right before the next wave so we were able to have a little space
before people started worrying again about not seeing people in person and all of that.

[00:40:05]
TW:

As the USU Associate Vice President for Strategic Communications, what would you say,
looking through the two years, have been the biggest successes that you and your team have taken
away from the pandemic?

AD:

Just for our team? Well, it's interesting. I told you that we had just become one team before the
pandemic had started. We had probably six or eight months before everything really hit. I think
what the pandemic did, because it was so intense, it was like an extended team building exercise.
We really learned how to function well and very quickly as a team. I think that's one thing that
may have happened more slowly if we hadn't had a pandemic. I think I'm going to call that an
accomplishment. Just jumping in and supporting each other. I mean communicating about
something like a pandemic takes literally everyone in our communications team. It takes our
marketing staff, our design staff, our video staff, our web staff. It takes everyone. I think
everyone being a part of that has probably been team building in that way. I think we also learned
a lot about how to create effective social marketing. We've done a lot of social marketing for
Equity and other areas of campus, but we had a lot of guidance on that because we have people
who are specialists in those areas. We had to work hard to figure out what are the messages that
we get to our students, that we get to our community.

[00:42:00]
AD:

But I feel like we successfully were able to get a lot of people to get vaccinated and boosted, and
I think some of that is due to marketing communications. Making sure people knew how to get
vaccinated. Answering hundreds and hundreds of individual emails from people who wanted
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more information. That's something I don't think I mentioned is that early on in the pandemic we
created the COVID-19 email. We had to figure out how to answer a lot of questions. As time
went on, we were able to create these separate teams like case containment and risk management
working with departments when they had somebody or several people test positive within their
units. We were able to break out a lot of the communications, but in the beginning, I coordinated
and answered everything and that was challenging. Very challenging.
TW:

In the same vein of, you know, UMAC and your team in particular. What are some of the biggest
lessons learned that you take away from this time? This two-year pandemic we've been going
through?

AD:

People will never read a communication or respond exactly the way you think they will. Keeping
in mind that we all filter things through our different paradigms and understand things differently.
I mean over the last few years; we've gotten feedback that spans that we're doing too much to
we're doing too little. We've gotten every kind of feedback possible. Every kind of criticism, and
just recognizing that there is no way to do it the way that everybody needs or thinks it should be
done.

[00:44:00]
AD:

In that kind of situation, just being really clear about the reasons why decisions are made and
what our goals are is pretty much all we can do and just being transparent about it.

TW:

Is there anything else you would like to add about you and your team's experience with COVID at
USU?

AD:

I would just add that each person on our team was so vital. I'm not sure if it was the experience of
everyone else, but what I saw was people stepping up over and over again. You know, asking
how they can help. Being willing to do things late at night when you really want to just be off
work. We had just an enormous amount of teamwork and a willingness to do things that were
really challenging.

TW:

Well, Ms. DeRito I would like to thank you for your time this afternoon discussing your
experiences with the COVID pandemic.

AD:

Thank you.
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